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TO A GIRL
Your multifoliate body moves,
Places that general intent
Which once bred in horses' hoofs
The purpose-glutted instrument.
Sinews chafed cloven blood
In pattered trample of one pulse.
With what tendrils must you flood
The troughs fixed to patent stalls?
The modern gifts you brought late
Were overlooked in spirited grazings;
You thought them fresh-produced? But your tears
Beneath a brow pushed with fear
To fold tangles of vanished estate
Affix in their cause the primal phrasings.
Then slough your cultures. A levered mass
Of unintended substance proves
Attraction enough on the browned grass
Where your multifoliate body moves.
JOE MALOF

ROBERT S. CLARK — Editor-in-Chief
BARRY GJELSNESS, RALPH TREITEL, and PHIL FOX — Eiction Editors
ALAN SHAVZIN and ROBERT STEWART — Poetry Editors
DICK DETLEF and MELVYN BARON — Non-Fiction Editors
CHARLES M. COFFIN — Adviser

Wherefore Could I Not
The two boys jumped off the bus giggling to themselves because their
yellow rain slickers were so big and floppy that it was hard to move on the
crowded bus. They landed one after the other with a splash on the wet slick
sidewalk and then stood small among the grown-ups waiting for the light
to change and staring into the wet street at the lights reflected shimmering
there. When the red light was green they ran across the street splashing
water and feeling cold rain batter at their slickers and run down their
aces into their eyes. On the other side Sonnie turned and giggled again.
"Let's go into the drugstore" he gestured blinking the water out of
his eyes. Davie whose body was shaking against the rain-chilled wind
nodded his head stuffing his hands deep into the pockets of his slicker
and hunching his shoulders up trying not to get colder.
They ran over to the heavy glass doors and looking at their yellow
reflections wavy in the door pushed it open. The drugstore was big and
smelled of toothpaste and tobacco.
Once inside the warm and lighted store Davie looked back into the
wet darkness with flickering reflections on the street and turned shaking
water off his short hair. Then Davie was standing by the candy counter,
iialtway down the counter was a cash register where a man with a white
jacket took your money. The other half of the counter was for tobacco,
nen against the far wall was a soda fountain where Davie had once
een treated to a vanilla soda by
a man.
Sonny stood by the doors looking for the bus they were to transfer to.
Davie stood looking down at the colored bars. Thinking of them he
c t hungry. He hadn't liked the lunch his mother had fixed for him and
e had eaten only the piece of cake. After school he and Sonny had gone
downtown
, ,°r the sPeciaI Friday Schoc)1
Cartoon Festival. Sonny
alde
to buy a candy bar and a Coke from the red Coke machine
(L
"
And"13 e L a,n^e' ^Ut
^ad only bccn given enough money for admission.
tonig t being Friday they would have fish for dinner and fruit for
ssert and he didn't like fish. He looked at the man in the white jacket
n
change for men buying cigars. Above the pocket was a little
siJ ?
g that said My Name Is and underneath written in smudged pencil
• • Gilbert. Davi e watched the men crowd around the cash register buying
andTi? 3nd dgarS 3nd nevvsPaPers- My Name Is Mr. Gilbert was sweating
Ocrvm ,ln£ t(? bimself as the men pushed bills and coins and then stood
Peon] ^ V ? . ng their hands waiting for change. Another bus load of
and
L through thc door: one man tripped over Sonny; Davie saw
the man was looking back knocked into him.
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Davie pushed his wet hands deeper into his pockets to make sure the
damp yellow transfer was still there.
He yawned and felt tired. He smiled thinking of the last cartoon \s hen
Donald Duck tripped over the rake and fell into the mud. He looked at
the door and saw Sonny there. He looked up at the crowd around My
Name Is Mr. Gilbert. Then he picked up a candy bar called Mars Bar and
looked at it as if he were interested in buying it. Then he put the candy
bar down and moved down two steps into the crowd and studied the candy
bars. He let his hands hang by his side close to Hershey with Almonds which
he liked once. He wondered if anyone were watching. He knew it was
easy to just pick one up and take it. He wondered if anyone did and if they
did if they got caught. He decided that if they got caught they must be
pretty dumb guys. He knew it was an easy thing to do.
He looked at the men in black wet coats pushing at the cash register.
He looked at the bars again.
He picked up a Hershey and examined it.
He looked around at the rush of people.
A big man in a wet black coat and muddy overshoes suddenly turned
from the crowd at the cash register; Davie saw him and did not see him
because he was holding the candy bar and the man knocked into him and
he slipped the candy bar then in his pocket. He straightened up and looked
at the man. The man did not turn around because there was rush of men
hurrying to the bus. Davie stood up straight staring hard down at the candy
bars which looked damp and stale and he felt his face get warm and he
started to sweat and his heart was beating heavy and faster and he barely
turned when Sonny called "Hey, dumbbell you want to miss the bus and
he felt the heavy bar at the bottom of his pocket. Davie turned and ran out
and pushed between the men onto the bus. He reached into his pocket for his
transfer but his fingers touched only the crinkling surface of the candy
bar wrapper. He stumbled against the fare box and stepped back mumbling
Just a Minute. Men and secretaries and women with shopping bags bumped
by him shoving crumpled and soggy transfers at the driver. 1 hen Davie
found his and handed it to the driver.
He pushed has way to the back of the bus and found Sonny.
They rode standing up in silence, tired from riding buses. They &
down when the bus was empty near the end of the line where they liv*®j
Then Davie reached in his pocket and broke the candy bar in half an
pulled out half and began to eat slowly pretending not to pay any attention
to Sonny. He looked out the window at the reflections and peeled off tl*
wrapper.
Sonny blinked "Where'd you get that"
"Bought it"
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"Yeh with what"
"Had some money"
"Where'd you get it"
"I had it"
"From where"
"Left over from the movie"
"Then why didn't you buy it then"
"Didn't want to"
Yeh then why d you hint that I shoulda given you some of mine
at the movie"
Da\ ie looked out the window and chewed slowly feeling the almond
skins stick to his mouth.
You didn't buy it I was watching you the whole time"
Davie said "No you weren't you were looking for the bus"
I saw your reflection dumbbell"
Davie watched the wrapper on the floor grow heavy and dirty from
ac water there. The bus was empty now and bouncing and in the back
there was a smell of gasoline.
You know you could get in trouble like that if some one saw you
and reported it"
No one saw me" he added weakly: "because I didn't do anything"
Veh" sneered Sonny hitting a hard fist into an open hand "I saw you"
Davie rang the buzzer and at the next stop they got off into the wet
co cark and walked up the street parting without speaking. In front of
nw house Davie pulled out the rest of the candy bar and ate it quickly
u pmg the pieces. He took the wrapper and threw it down the sewer,
ne rubbed his mouth with the back of his hand.
feel

Dakieit0°k littlC t0 Cat 3t dinner and his mother asked him if he wcre

him^ a ' *dc sa'd ke wasn't but he just was not hungry. His mother asked
m i he had had anything to eat earlier and he answered sweating under
flnVT 3,nd °n His back that he hadn,t- His father said that he looked
c L e<" ,a" wondercd if he had a fever. Trying to squeeze a lemon on her
and failing his sister fussed and they forgot him.
tog.

Sonny for the next few weeks and when they came
er
Sonny. Once Sonny came over to ride to Sunday
. ss since his parents weren't going. On the way Sonny looked over at
Him
and laughed and made a face and said "You know what Davie did"
"jv ,aye dushed and started to sweat. He repeated over to himself
nt let him tell don't let him tell Don't let him tell Don't don't don't"
He fel r
^ is c\es swell hot and he stared hard out the window and brushed
Hs hands- across his eyes.
avoided

aV'C Was n'ce 10
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His mother said "I didn't hear you Sonny"
Davie stared at Sonny who glanced at him from the side of his eyes.
Davie yelled in his mind "Don't tell you Oh please don t tell don tdon tdon't I won't do it again Oh oh please please please He sobbed silently
shrilling yelling to himself "please don't tell Oh don't let him Tell
Sonny repeated louder "You know what Davie did"
His mother was polite "No what"
"He got the only a hundred on the test in religion class on Friday"
"Why didn't you tell me Davie"
Weakly "I forgot"
As they were getting out of the car Davie shoved Sonny slightly and
hissed "you sonuvabitch" Sonny looked at him sharply, then with a sort
of innocent wonderment.

II
After the winter and when the snow was melting and when the sun
was rising not so sadly as during the dismal cold Davie felt he was safe.
Sonny had forgotten the incident and Davie did not only feel safe; he
felt confident and not a little proud of the feat. By time Christmas had
come he was happy again and now in spring he was joyous.
It was in this feeling that he threw away his lunch one warm noon.
His mother had given him egg salad sandwich and in the warm and moist
air in the cloak room the egg and bread and wax paper had lost its fresh
crispness and was soggy and to Davie smelled sour. So he had not eaten it.
He had eaten the rest: a tomato and a jelly sandwich and an apple which
he ate more from hunger than from a liking for it; and after winning a
game of stickball in the yard for his team he felt hungry and confident.
When there were only a few minutes left before his class had to give up the
playground he crossed over the green clipped grass school lawn with a single
strand of smooth wire high around it and crossed the smooth grey tar street
to the grocery store across the street. The store had been a house and only
a sign of black and white above the steps showed that it was different from
the other wood frame houses with grey paint peeling and chipping down
in long streaks on the walls and in big squares from beneath the green
shuttered windows. Before the store, Winston's, was one of the large greenleaf lush oak trees. From under the oak tree Davie could see wavy heavy
vapors of heat from the tar. Under the oak tree boys from the seventh
grade sat drinking Orange Drink and eating Ten Cent Cream Filled Cup
cakes. They kicked at the dust around the tree roots and drank Orange
Drink in slow cooling gulps.

1 f
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Davie skipped up the steps and opened the heavy once gold-gilded
wood door.
Slowly turning the two black long armed fans on the high ceiling
did not stir the unchanging air in the store. Squat bullish blue flies buzzedbuzzed over the soft fruits and on the floor around discarded ice cream
wrappers there was a heaving swarm of black ants in melted sweet ice
cream. The long counters and shelves were undusted and the food in the
cans seemed in the heat stale. The store smelled of fruit and meat and sweat.
Through the store moved noon women shoppers and a swarm of kids
from the school. Davie pushed by a lady with clammy sweating mottled
arms in a damp blue print dress and went to the frozen food. Reaching
in he pulled out and put against his heated face the cool white frost.
He put his hand into the soft-drink cooler and pulled out an Orange
Drink. He reached in his pocket and cm ptied the five pennies, enough to
just buy the Orange Drink. He got in the line behind a skinny girl and
gave Mrs. Winston the five pennies. The store was cooler than the shim
mering outside heat and Davie did not go back out. He moved back into
the store and opened his drink. Tasting a small bit of the tart sweet
orange he stood by the pastries and looked at the Fifteen Cent Creami ed Cupcakes. He looked at the pictures on the label of the cross-section
of dark rich brown devil's food chocolate and the smooth white marshmellow. He remembered the soggy jelly sandwich and the warm soft
tomato with no salt and was hungry. He looked at the cellophaned wrapped
cupcakes and at the label and he reached out his hand for the package, and
n t pick it up. He looked around him. At the counter Mrs. Winston
was filling a tall brown paper bag. Mr. Winston was at the meat counter.
A thin lady at the cereal shelf next to him moved pushing a cart. Kids
m tke line watched Mrs. Winston trying to pack a head of lettuce in a
small brown bag. A colored man pushed him slightly as he pushed by with
a case of Grape Drink. Davie's hands and back sweated. His heart pounded
us ing his face. He reached his hand out. He took another swallow of
range Drink. He felt the sting of carbonation in his dry mouth. The
"range sweet taste washed away a sour taste. A lady went through the door.
r* Vinston bent over. The colored man picked up another case. A kid
"re off an ice cream wrapper. The door was swinging slowly to a stop,
hen Davie looked at the black-bug-like fan and then looked at Mrs.
mston and heard the whack-whack of the meat hammer and reached
out 3nt t Cn
UP tke c"nkly cellophane cupcake package and then
h lr1
^
mg the ora"ge drink slanted under his arm and then feeling the wet
j
c
°° "ess through his green jersey opened the package carefully making each
tion not tearing the chocolate smudged wrapper looking first hard at
the
package and then at the counter again and opening the package and
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slowly then with sureness taking out the cupcake and taking a bite and
tasting the soft sweet marshmellow then chewing slowly because of his
dry mouth and holding the bottle tight and pushing by a brown grocery
bag and chewing quickly to get it down and pushing with his shoulder
through the door then onto the hot porch.
He stood to finish the first cupcake.
Then he jumped down the steps in front at once and skipped under
the oak tree. Two boys there were finishing their Orange Drinks. When
they were finished, when the last orange drop was gone from them, they
left not saying anything to Davie and he stood there straight staring into
the heat and street and chewing very hard and then flooding the dry cake
and soft marshmallow down with Orange Drink. He was sweating and
standing straight while he ate and he did not relax until he had finished
the cupcake. He rubbed his mouth with the back of his hand.
Then he relaxed and breathed a long sigh and slowly smiling finished
the Orange Drink, feeling now confident and sure. He sat on the hot cement
curb and blew at the yellow grit dust in the gutter. He turned the Orange
Drink bottle upside down and watched the drops fall softly into the dust,
each becoming encased in the powdery yellow dust. This was easy he
thought. No one saw him, for no one said anything and now he wasnt
hungry and old Winston wouldn t miss it and he wanted it and someday
maybe he would pay Winston back. He went over each action. The way
he first looked around as if it were the most natural thing and then the
lazy way he reached out and picked up the small package and opened it
lazily and ate and walked by Mrs. Winston and out of the stuffy store eating
it just as if he were taking food from his own kitchen or taking clay from
the art room or chalk from the blackboard. Just like it was natural and the
stuff belonged to him and no one would dare to question or stop him. He
looked back and saw the colored man stacking cans in the green shuttered
double window. He stood up stretching yawning feeling the muscles pull
as he stretched. He remembered the slow ease with which he ate it and
looked back at the store. Not even if Sonny had been there would he, the
sonuvabitch, have seen him. Now that he did it so easily no one could see.
He felt very important. No one liked Mr. Winston anyhow. He wondered
what would happen if he got caught and thinking this broke out in an
uneasy chilling sweat. He thought what his father would do who always
got mad and what his mother would say or Sister Ann who liked him. He
tasted the sweet orange drink and the doughy cake and his mouth felt sourStanding up he gave a quick look back at the green shuttered store and
crossed the vaprous street. He cut diagonally across to the corner opposite
and started walking up the sidewalk wondering what would happen iif
he got caught and what would his father do and what would Sister Ann
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do and what would Sonny and the others say if they knew he had stolenstolenstolen.
Stolen. He hadn't thought of it. Steal. He thought of the radio program
Gangbusters and the criminals always said they didn't mean it. Steal. Thief.
He remembered a little boy: he had been pale and sneaky and nobody liked
him and he stole and looked in girl's windows and when he was caught
he said he didn't mean it and they sent him to a reform school anyhow.
Pale yellow faces. He thought of the pale yellow faces like mice of the
criminals in the comic books. He stopped and leaned against a tree. But
those were dumb guys that got caught, he thought. Dumb guys get caught.
He remembered how smothly he had done it. How sneaky. Pale yellow
faces. He coughed and started to run.
"Hey boy"
Stopping he looked over his shoulder. On the front porch of the store
the tall white-aproned colored man stood looking toward him.
"Hey you boy" Davie knew the man was calling him. Pretending he
hadn't heard, Davie turned and started to walk back up toward the school.
"Wait boy"
Davie stopped. The tall colored man with a butcher's cap started toward
him. Davie turned and walked slowly back toward the corner. They met
on the corner.
'What" said Davie.
"You know boy you took that thing without paying"
Oh" said Davie. Suddenly he felt smart. Annoyance flicked at him
and he questioned what Right the tall dumb man had talking to him like
He felt scared and small. He looked at the worn shoes the man was
tearing and then looking past him he saw Winston's delivery truck.
c°lf,red man said with deliberation. "I was watching
you and I thought you might remember but I see you didn't" Davie
ked up at the colored man. He looked up at a wrinkled face with a scar.
didn t have the money" said Davie.
Well boy you shouldn't have taken it"
Davie was still.
that"
Vou

You know" the man spoke "you could be caught and in trouble for
eyes

ktmeal "Fd
^
Well he said only.
"Boy I'm n0t g ing to
mvself" u
°
thinkin"- ^ paused* ^ow
g-

thinking "I am caught you dope you caught me

me

J

youstupid man

can>t do this to

1 g°tng to pay for your thing
was it" The colored man spoke slowly,

turn you in and
much

>'ou
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"Fifteen cents I think" mumbled Davie poking at his thin jersey.
"OK I'll pay it for you but I want you to pay me back"
Wondering how he could get the money Davie nodded.
"I'm not going to ask your name because I think you made a mistake
but I want you to pay me back and if you don't I won t be able to trust you
again I don't want to have to turn you in because I know what will happen
to you if I do and I just think you made a wrong move OK boy" The
colored man stopped and looked down and started to speak again, but didn t.
Davie walked back to the classroom in the white building with a grey
stone cross above and sat in his seat waiting for the recess to end. All
during the afternoon he sat looking down at his desk, at the old initials
carved there, wondering where he could get fifteen cents, what would
happen if he couldn't and what would happen if his mother found out. He
knew he couldn't ask her for that much money at once because she would
ask him why he wanted it and she would find out. And any money she did
give him was always to be spent on something exactly and had to be spent
and so she always knew just what happened to the money. He had a tin
band-aid box at home that he kept his money in and he had in it a quarter
and two pennies and a nickel and one dollar bill that he had gotten from
his uncle on his birthday but his mother kept the tin box from him.
At home that evening he went through all his stuff. All he could find
was two pennies. Four days later he found a nickel in the sidewalk. When
he slipped it to the colored man he told him he was having trouble getting
the money but that he would get it.
Two weeks later he still didn't have it. The only money he had been
given was a quarter for milk at school which had to be turned in to the
teacher and a dime to put in the collection plate at church the Sunday he
went with Sonny's parents. One day he was riding home with his mother
when she stopped in front of Winston's store and asked him to go in and
get a bottle of milk. It was the first time he had been in the store when it
wasn't noon. At noon it was full of kids from school and now he foun
it unreally quiet and empty and different. A workman with red clay on his
boots was counting out bills to Mr. Winston at the counter. A boy whom
Davie had seen at the movies was sweeping the floor. With the bottle o
milk Davie walked from the milk cooler to the counter. As he passe
an open counter he saf the colored man bending over opening a case °
beer. As Davie passed he stood up suddenly holding the case and see^j
Davie and Davie looking back and feeling the man's eyes. Davie pretend
he didn't see him by picking up a can off the shelf and looking at it an
then putting it back and then paying. While Mrs. Winston was ringinfj
up the amount Davie heard Mr. Winston in back yell "Hey Willie an
when Davie turned he saw the tall colored man shuffling over to where
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Mr. Winston stood with a big crate. As he left Davie turned and seeing
the colored man looking at him slammed the door to the store and ran
down through puddles to the car.
The next day Davie sold his broken cap pistol to Eugene Capatti for
a nickel and gave it to the colored man when no one was looking. The
man had smiled and Davie had felt better, though not quite knowing why.
He felt better now.
Two days later Davie's mother had sent him to the big supermarket to
buy some groceries and there was a sale on the soup and Davie had seven
cents left oyer and the next day he gave the rest to the colored man who
"id only ' 1 knew 1 could count on you boy" and smiled and Davie had
smiled too.
Now he felt good because he knew the colored man wouldn't turn him
nd he was safe again. And he said he would never do it again.
But he hoped his mother didn't find out about the sale at the big super
market.
in.

Ill
avic hesitated bcfore having the cool air-conditioned movie theater.
IT
He looked back at the screen and saw the flashing legs and then baseball
Payers and then a man making a speech and then the camera lense up
lose and then he saw News Of The Day. There was nothing good to see
n the News Of The Day so he did not stay. He shuffled into the lobby and
looked 3t
u
L P°SterS °f Comin^ Attractions. He walked up the red carpet
t roug the glass door and into the night. The avenue was quiet and
* cars with windows down or tops down and girls with hair blowing
swished
smoothly by in the warm green darkness. Davie looked up to the
^cen trees. High up where it had said "Randolph Scott in Stagecoach"
Pimply-faced usher was on a wooden ladder. Davie turned and walked.
In fr
Wh k" n i ^estauram and Bar he looked at a newspaper. Wednesday,
at e liked most about the summer was that you could go to the movies
to r n°nuWee,k"dayS' And y°U COuld stay out at ni8ht alone> though he had
a bla 1 1 g0t t0 thC theatCr- Davie fdt biS beinS out late- He watched
nve^hy^vvith older boys laughing and leaning out of the window
an(j
away at a blonde girl. He looked up the street and
crossed
stave 1 a^ainst tbe bght. He liked that about the summer too; when you
> out late at night you could cross the street against the light.
3t the drugstore and reached down and scratched his leg.
His f C
SWCalcd
fr°m thc tcnnis shoes and his legs shook a little as a sudden
win/u
blew around his bare legs.
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He wished he had not worn the shorts. He thought back to school
and was glad that this next year was his last year in elementary school.
Then he would go to St. Paul's. He would be glad when he went to St.
Paul's because he didn't like the elementary school anymore with the Sisters
and the others. He kicked at a scrap of newspaper on the ground. He picked
it up and put it in a blue grey can that said Keep Your City Clean. Then
he went to the big glass window and looked in.
Old leaves brushed against his legs and he shivered in a summer breeze.
He wished he had worn his jacket like his mother had told him, but
then early in the evening it had been warmer and no one else wore jackets.
He felt sleepy and his eyes ached from the movie.
He pushed through the glass door into the drugstore. At the candy
counter has hands were sweating in his pocket and he couldn't think
anything and remembered last fall when it was raining and he had taken,
taken a Hershey. No one had caught him and Sonny whom he didn't see
anymore said he had.
His hands sweated and he pushed them deep in his pockets, one hand
feeling only sweat dirty handkerchief and the other feeling the metal bus
token and the nickel change and the thin cotton washed shorts.
He looked down at the candy bars. He looked at the cash register. He
looked over at the soda fountain and cosmetic counter where his mother
bought powder. A boy and girl were whispering at the soda fountain. They
had been in the movies. A clerk was polishing a glass. There was nobody.
A man was at the other end of the candy counter. Davie looked down and
up a candy bar. He looked at it and thought he had never had this kind. It
was called Rocket Bar. He had never seen it before.
He thought and looked hard at the bar. "Oh why doesn't she give me
money" He cried inside. "Why why why" He felt tired and wished he could
let his body down. "Oh why can't I have it Why why why I want it and I
want it and I deserve it" He looked down at it lying in his hand and his
hand felt bloated and large and the paper, the bright red paper, on the bar
was distorted and blurred. He rubbed his finger in his eye. "Why why why"
He let the candy bar in the red papir drop. He looked around. "Help me
Oh help me helpmehelp" He tried to walk away but caught, couldn't. I've
just got to have it" He reached for it.
The nickel in his pocket jangled against the bus token. He wished she
hadn't told him to bring the change home. His mother never let him keep
the change or spend it. He walked over to the door and looked out.
He wished he was away from there.
He wished the bus would come and take him.
Home.
His whole body ached suddenly and he shivered.
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He walked back to the candy.
The man came over from behind and asked him if he wanted anything.
He said No and the man went back to writing on white papers. Davie
wiped his hands dry on his jersey. He picked up the candy bar.
Davie felt cold, resigned, bored. He was tired and wanted the candy
bar. He held it tight feeling the rough chocolate nut surface underneath.
Davie clutched it tightly with one hand and stared straight ahead and made
a tight sweating fist with his other and stared and couldn't think and looked
around. The man was far behind the counter. The soda jerk (he wondered
wistfully why they called them soda jerks) was facing the other way. There
was no one. He stood and heard the whirring of the air conditioning in
the drugstore. Nothing came into his mind.
The bus coughed then outside the door. It coughed when it stopped.
The light was red.
Davie heard the bus and held the candy bar tight and reached in his
pocket and pulled out the nickel and started to put it back and no one was
looking and he ran to the counter and looked behind and the man was
bending over the other way and he yelled "hey mister" and the man turned
around looking surprised and moved slowly around the brown boxes in
the narrow isle and Davie cried "Here Mister" and bounced the nickel hard
on the shiny counter and ran and pushed the door and ran to the bus and
nit the bus door with his open hand and the driver opened it and Davie
climbed on breathing hard and breathing hard took out the token and put
>t in the fare box and moved thrown by the starting bus to the back where
n smelled of gasoline.
HENRY STECK

The Concert
He had decided, there was nothing more. He stretched his legs out
before him till they reached the iron legs of the green bench in front of his.
He listened to the loud music and watched the conductor. Still the tightness
remained.
Only the arms of the conductor were moving and people whispering
like the hissing of an old machine. But he had given it enough of an oppor
tunity. There only remained to get a ticket and throw everything in his
bags. But it was strange now that he had decided he should still feel this
way. He carefully regarded the shadowy people about him, sitting in small
groups on the green benches, and the white musicians on the brightly
colored, round bandstand in front of the benches, and the dark black lake
behind it with the wavering reflections from the park lights—he was loose
of it all, just as before. That was it, never tied.
The whispering of the family in front of him would have been irritating.
Tired business men in yellow and red sport shirts and their wives; they
were all guests, dull and sporty and always shouting or whispering. Occa
sionally they tried to listen to the band's music and look at the beautiful
black lake. But now they were thinking about five hearts and made, about
the lady and her friends in the room above theirs. There was the man with
an old wrinkled face, too, who sat alone on the end of one of the green
benches, was nodding. He didn't belong to them. He must work there, per
haps in the large dirty kitchen of the cafeteria. What was he doing, sitting
alone near the guests at a band concert. On the other side of the aisle was
a young girl in a dark green dress. She had brown hair that was touched
with reflected light. A little boy in a dirty blue tee shirt and holding a little
white paper bag was walking up and down the aisle.
The buttered smell of popcorn hovered about in the air and mingled
together with the sound of one of the waltzes by Strauss. The men and
women in red coats and blue parfts held their instruments to their lips
without any sign of animation, like red-coated dolls. Only the arms of the
conductor were moving, back and forth, mechanically leading with rapid*
jerky motions; his white suit, the same one that he wore at every evening
concert, was as spotlessly white and as newly pressed as ever, was even
shining.
At night the large artificial lake, spread out behind the lighted band
stand, was a sheen of blackness against a background of the sky, dull an
grey, lighter in tone than the somber lake. He enjoyed watching the lafrj
and the music moving it; frequently you could make out one of the smas
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boats gliding close to the shore and disturbing the reflections of light on
the quiet surface.
The next number was gay and loud again, a medley of Gilbert and
Sullivan. The melodies ran out through the loud speaker at the top of the
bandbox, ran out as if the blue pants and red coats had nothing to do with
its source.
And yet I'm called Buttercup
Poor little Buttercup,
Though I could never tell why,
And yet . . .
As she crossed one leg over the other, a few inches of her petticoat
showed—white silk between the dark green cloth and the handsome legs
which were as smooth and as darkly tanned as her arms. She looked as if
she were about twenty; and rather attractive under the hazy lighting that
lay above the audience.
The conductor made a decided flourish with his thin baton and the
applause began. He turned to face them, stepped off of his wooden dais and
bowed and smiled and nodded his head. He was bald and had red cheeks.
The musicians sat as stolid and mute as when they were playing: Sousa
march, Strauss waltz, light opera . . . The man in the colored shirt in front
of him had stopped talking and was clapping boisterously. Apparently he
liked Gilbert and Sullivan. The old man with the wrinkled face was asleep,
leaning forward with his head resting on his chest.
She brought her hand in back of her head, and gently stroked her hair.
Little curls of reflected light lay along the tops of the gentle brown waves
that she caressed. What if he should go over and ask ... if she would
mind, if she would like to have some company to enjoy . . . Where's the
music? How absurd to go to a concert . . .
A current of wonder ran whispering through the groups of people on
the benches. In the center of the lake a gusher of water had leaped up some
°dd 50 feet into the air. Lighted by some hidden source at its base into
a violent red color, the jet of water had an unnatural fiery appearance, a
supernatural appearance.
The fountain changed its color, magically changed from the red into a
green. Another whispered murmuring. Then, from the bandstand the horns
lared out and the cymbals dashed together: the band was slighted. "The
cymbals make me nervous. I won't look at them anymore.
Is that a boat? There must be many boats out there. . . . How does it
s°und, with the oars drifting out there, and liking the music, and fingers
Passing around the cloth and under the skin.
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"Let them reach for my hand. It is satisfying to be held and be con
tented and passive and let them wander over my arms with gentle fingers,
to hold his leg tight against mine. . . . Satisfied.' that is funny. Are you
looking for something? what are you looking for, Mister? what are you
looking for?
"They like the way I move. That boy never saw me walk, did he. Is he
looking at me, I can tell if someone is looking at me, I can feel him. But
then he can only see my back. He wouldn't be by himself if he were as nicelooking as Bob. You're only alone when, when, well—when nobody's with
you. So funny tonight. I could be so amusing if I let myself go. Why if I
could, why I—if I let myself go into the right mood—would be very enter
taining. I'm good company when I let myself go into the right mood.
Cleveland is in first place. If he asked me, I'd tell him. Bob likes to sit on
the beach and drink.
"I would have drunk more if I had liked it. That other girl, that Karen,
she said she loved it. I get more melancholy when I drink. Increasingly
more.
"If he asked me tonight I would like to. I'd say I'd like to. Take a
drink and run on the beach and scream. If he finds himself more satisfied
with that Karen—pretty girl, carries her breasts high,—well, ... He wasnt
there this afternoon. I'm glad those other girls didn't want to play bridge.
Wouldn't have paid any attention. Joyce wouldn't know how to bid, anyhow.
He looks nice in a bathing suit. He should exercise. He has a nice build,
but he should exercise. At the beach tomorrow?
"Will he ... he would like me to keep drinking. He wanted me to,
last night. Why did he become so surly, What did he want, Did he ask
me . . . Wasn't that other enough. He held me so tight, I had to hold his
hand. Why does he become so surly, I wanted to. If he asked me tonight,
certainly . . . why can't they hold me close and let me alone. I can't."
He knew her eyes must be closed. She laid her head against the back
of the green bench. If he went over; or else on the beach tomorrow, perhaps
—but he was going to buy a ticket tomorrow. She wasn't listening to the
music and her eyes were closed.
Bob stopped and hurled the bottle across the road. It landed in a gather
ing of bushes, falling with only a dull thump. It didn't shatter and he was
disappointed again. He cursed to himself.
Walking a few paces in front of him, she heard it, but didn't turn
around. He watched the figure in the green dress in front of him and
cursed again. She was forced to walk slower and even stop and wait unti
he caught up with her once more, so that they could continue to walk
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together again, along the dirt road in the dark. The night sounds of the
park only added to the emptiness.
Her parents were probably asleep. The air of outdoor country was
always too much for her mother, no matter how much she tried to lie
awake and listen for her coming home. Yet the bar hadn't even been filled
up when they walked out. It couldn't have been much after eleven. But
everyone fell asleep early at the resort. Except for those others who spent
the evening drinking and playing cards, or those who lay wrapped around
bonfires (in the beach. She hoped her mother was asleep.
They walked up to the rough planks, the stairs to the rude porch of
the cabin. Bob was shuffling along, a pace or so behind her again. She
took a step, then turned around: thank-you-for-a-nice-evening, she said. In
the city she said it every time.
He didn't listen to her. He came up the step and pressed her against
the rail. She didn't resist.
No resistance. Nothing. Nothing at at all. Bob was enraged-like a doll,
like a doll, like a ragged limp doll. He tried to force open her lips with his
mouth. He tried to hurt her, tightening his arms about her soft green
ress. She made no sound. He wanted to slap her face, he wanted another
throatful of the gin.
He let her go, and turned and walked down the dirt path and down the
narrow road, past a few more of the quiet cabins. She opened the door,
and waited in the doorway. She tried to smooth and straighten the wrinkled
green dress as she waited.
Karen! Karen!" The voice was loud and gutteral and drunken as it
rose out of the hollowness of the night. She waited by the door, she waited
v the door and listened to the night sounds. Again she heard it break
UP the stillness. "Karen!"
It was Karen who went with him on the beach with a blanket almost
every evening. If you were up early, if you went to breakfast at six, you
might see them
i
come straggling in from the beach, tired and gritty and
vering under the cold morning sun. It was Karen who satisfied him to
ProwlhT ^ W3S ^arCn W^° &rew resentful and angry each time he went
3»_ • She, wondered if she were the only one who heard him calling. She
Th nC ut0 ,1Sten u ^''e running her hand over the gentle waves in her hair.
sloU S C 1s^c heard a window from a cabin down the road go up
noth T°Uu !' A tired angfy V°icC rudely answered his. Then she heard
ng' s lc knew the voices had lowered into whispers. She closed the
(loor
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He wanted to go over, but remained in his slack position on the bench.
The man in front of him, the one with the yellow and red sport shirt, had
gathered up his family and fled, with his wife protesting all the time how
she liked it and wanted to stay for the end and how they must come back
tomorrow and trying to remember what the lady at dinner said about
the man in the room next to theirs. But he didn t move until the concert
was over.
Behind the pavilion the lake was dark and quiet, except for the flickering
streamers of light reflected from the park lights along the banks, except for
the slapping of the waves. The loudspeakers were silent. In front of the
stage the rows of benches spread out fan-shaped until the edges dissolved
into the darkness. The popcorn smell still lay over the benches, which were
empty, vacant of all life and business men and smartly-dressed womendevoid of all life except for that old fellow over there in the wrinkled shirt
who wakes up with a sudden start of his head. He stares at the empty
benches and at the vacated bandbox for a few instants, then gets up and
runs off to his room.
RALPH TREITEL

I A

FEAR
My heart works inside of a black flower
That from the fresh blood distills a clear
Liquid fruit of pain. It grows
From my belly's wild root of fear.
In ripening season the bursted juice flows
Within, tickling the reddening veins;
And then the scent of my body is sour
And my lips have large bloodstains.

THE MEETING
Red moon in my eye,
How do you lift your oval mass
Like slow, peering cobra head
Hanging near the grass?
Show me how you lie
On frozen earth as though asleep
Until I come, when you slip your bed,
Burning as you leap.

JOE MALOF

THE STREAM OF PARADISE
I walked all by myself in desert places
And heard no sound and saw no human faces.
The sun, a burning orange iron ball,
Was high in heaven, pulled in tight and small,
Like my own soul, and burned and did not light,
And made the day more brazen dark than night.
So walking I came by one standing near
A grove of trees with water running clear
And cool out to the burning sands.
And he stooped down and cupping up his hands
Gave me to drink, with gentle face and eyes,
Some water from his seeming paradise.
I leaned with eager lips to take the drink,
But started back, and struck the man. To think
He'd give a thirsty stranger vinegar
Whose lips were parched from traveling so far!
But quick as I, he took me off my guard
And in the bitter stream he threw me hard.
I struggled, but he held me under long.
And every curse I cursed him for this wrong
But made me drink again and yet again
Of bitter water causing bitter pain,
Till I lay still, and then he helped me rise
From out his very stream of paradise.
And I stood up and saw the desert wide
Was filled with shaded streams on every side.
And then at once I knew the bitter taste
Had left my burning throat and was replaced
By comfortable coolness, and I knew
A mighty friend had known it so would do.
BOB STEWART

Three Varieties of Religious Need:
Moses, Plato, Dewey
Any philosophical, political, economic, or artistic thinker, in whatever
particular historical location or culture, and despite his opinion of its worth,
must sooner or later come to grips with the religion of his contemporaries
and the common fundamental assumptions of all religions of whatever cul
ture. As someone has remarked about the Sermon on the Mount, "You can
turn away from it but you cannot ignore it." A religion, whether it is of a
majority or a minority in a culture, is so vital, so arresting to thought, so real
for those who are its advocates and teachers and saints and prophets, that
any thinker who attempts to draw together the diverse, intricate aspects of
man and universe into a single system must deal at length with the world's
religions and their ways of looking at themselves and the world.
Several decades ago, it was fashionable to be an "atheist." With the
popularization of scientific materialism, those in the know snorted at reli
gions and called their world-views puerile. Now, with scientists themselves
losing their illusions of ultimate control of nature, with the world tormented
by the threat of a third World War more devastating than the other two
it has seen, with a renewed interest among intellectuals in every aspect of
religion, and, above all, with the rise to world power of secularism's most
terrible monster to threaten the freedom of the Western world, institutional
ized religions everywhere find themselves faced with the overwhelming
responsibility of selling" themselves to peoples who would like to believe
but who are not convinced by the evidence at hand.
a religionist, the proof of the need for an institutionalized and
'g ly organized religion (a Church) is that Christ himself sanctioned it.
the kind of reasoning that this leads to is called tautology by the Western
mind. It seems necessary, therefore, to go about finding evidence in another
^ay' though arch religionists would be offended; but even they would be
°rced to admit that the stakes are too high, the Church's responsibility too
8reat, to assume an attitude of intellectual disdain. I propose to examine
te igion as a means of social control and direction in light of the opinions of
at0 anc^ J°hn Dewey on religion, social control, and human ideals.
I
R
ePu

^>Cen su£&ested that, had Plato lived several centuries later, "The
ic would have been an ardent defense of the Christian Church and
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the Christian God. Modern commentators feel that Plato would have liked
to elevate his Idea of the Good to the status of a God, but realized that one
man cannot make a religion; a religion with a personal God must be per
meated with the traditional myths, beliefs, social and economic mores of a
people. Plato lived in a day when the social authority and even the belief
in the divinity of the Greek gods of Homeric mythology were decaying;
Plato's master Socrates was contemptuous of the adolescent worship of the
Olympian gods by his contemporaries. Plato was no prophet sent down from
Olympus; despite his longing for a personal God, he could decide on no
mythological basis that would be acceptable to his secularized people. His
Idea of the Good remained a one-dimensional principle, and not quite
worthy of an institution established for its worship.
Yet Plato, with his profound understanding of the emotional and spir
itual needs of his fellows, knew that a religious institution was of primary
importance in the cementing of his ethics into the social and economic
life of the ideal State. He knew the apparent weaknesses in the placing of
ethical authority in the hands of men, such as the guardians, or of manlike
gods, such as Zeus and Apollo: 1) the merely human sanction of a code of
ethics will not stand up in a crisis (the landowners of the Middle Ages found
it necessary to claim that their tithing customs were sanctioned by God);
2) power corrupts—this is an undeniable human fact—and if a small class,
protected by rigid class barriers, is given control of a code of ethics, it will
soon shape the code to make more solid and comfortable its own position;
but supernatural authorization of a code of ethics allows the wronged parties
to appeal to it in justification of revolution or other measures for social
amelioration (our Bill of Rights has in recent years been advertised bv
clever social leaders as having been, as it were, "ghost-written" by God);
finally, 3) the gods of Greek mythology committed all the sins, exhibited
all the weaknesses and limitations of men; Homer and Hesiod are full of
tales of murder, incest, rape, lust, greed, belligerence, pride, injustice, envy,
sadism; a supernatural being, in order to secure spiritual assent and obedi
ence, must be completely just, good, and loving (if he is to be a God
understandable in these human terms, then these must be the only ones).
Plato would fashion the ethical concepts, and then place them in the hands
of a good, loving, yet fearsome supernatural being for safeguarding them
in the State.
Plato's expedient Jehovah, invented for the sake of an organized religion,
has two important aspects, again demonstrating his insights into human
fallibility and emotional needs. God's power, if it is to establish order, must
extend through all modes of collective activity—social, political, economic"
as well as those of individual activity. God must embody in his sanctions
the great principle on which a state rests. Reasoning in this way, Plato dc-
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vised the Royal Lie to embody the great principle of the ideal State: Justice.
Justice is the actual deity Plato invokes for his State, and the Royal Lie gives
supernatural sanction to his conception of just social organization. "Citizens,
we shall say to them in our tale, you are brothers, yet God has framed you
differently. Some of you have the power of command, and in the composi
tion of these he has mingled gold, wherefore also they have the greatest
honor; others he has made of silver, to be auxiliaries; others again who arc
to be husbandmen and craftsmen he has composed of brass and iron ... an
oracle says that when a man of brass or iron guards the State, it will be
destroyed."
In addition, a religion as control must be an active religion, must be
a living institution capable of functioning flexibly with natural social, eco
nomical, and political change. This as accomplished (theoretically) in Chris
tian organization by means of the ecclesiastical hierarchy and priesthood.
Plato would establish God as an ever-present promise to the good and men
ace to the bad by means of the Delphic oracle, which would order "the insti
tution of temples and sacrifices, and the entire service of gods, demigods, and
heroes ... It seems likely that the Delphic oracle's mystic voice was, and
always had been, a fake, arranged by its attendant priests. Plato probably
intended to imbue the oracle with the wisdom of a philosopher-king, and
thus insure the moral control of State affairs in their flux.
So if Plato's God is nothing but an instrument, we must concede that
he realized, as had Moses centuries before, the importance of an institu
tionalized religion and an omnipresent personal God as the force for author
izing ideals. Plato demonstrates over and over in "The Republic" what John
ewey calls the religious attitude"; he was in fact a pensive mystic with
a real faith (that deserted him at the end of his life, however). But he could
n°t trust his own individual deity, the cold, lifeless Idea of the Good, to
secure the worship and moral dedication of a people, so he was forced into
3 probably painful hypocrisy with the imaginary citizens of his imaginary
tate whose interest he had so deeply at heart. I feel inclined to pity Plato
or never having known, or looked forward to knowing, the joy and combunion of a shared faith.

II
meet John Dewey with more relish, and I admit, a fair share of malice.
great, influential, and intellectually sincere thinker arouses malice
some hearts, at the same time he is arousing devotion in others. And
many ardent admirers in the modern world, for the modern
TJ . as
0r
is completely at home with Dewey. The industrialist, the politician,

But

any
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the liberal educator, the skeptical intellectual dilettante, the man of small
faith, can read John Dewey and find justification for himself. Dewey is the
great synthesizer of all the attitudes of modern capitalistic-democratic-scien
tific secularism. It is easy to see that dissenters would be practically violent
about Dewey.
Though primarily I wish to confront Dewey on a pragmatic basis, 1
would first like to criticize his notions of ethical empiricism as they bear
on my topic.
Dewey begins his argument with a lucid statement of his intention.
Deprecating the "identification of the religious with the supernatural," he
would "try to show that these derivations (supernatural) are encumbrances
and that what is genuinely religious will undergo an emancipation when
it is released from them; and then, for the first time, the religious aspect of
experience will be enabled to develop freely on its own account." The em
pirical direction of his argument is indicated, and he gets immediately to
work to show that organized religions have little final meaning. There are
three historical indications of this, he asserts: 1) "... the 'unseen powers'
referred to (in a comprehensive definition of religion) have been conceived
in a multitude of incompatible ways. Eliminating the differences, nothing
is left beyond the bare reference to something unseen and powerful." What
other knowledge of God can frail human understanding expect? 2) "There
is no greater similarity in the ways in which obedience and reverence have
been expressed." Ethics differ with cultures; but in all religious cultures,
the central, supremely religious elements of obedience and reverence are
there. 3) "Finally, there is no discernible unity in the moral motivations
appealed to and utilized." Ethics are variable with cultures: they are an ex
pression of the culture's individual necessities for stability. They are the
human embellishments of faith, which St. Paul knew was antecedent to,
and of greater meaning than, works. I believe Dewey overlooked the fact
that all ethical codes, of whatever culture, primitive or civilized, promote
obedience to and reverence of the particular conception of God; i.e., ethics
promote a centralized, workable faith. And what makes one code of ethics
superior to another? The degree to which it better provides a spiritual basis
for cultural stability.
Almost in the next breath, Dewey "gladly" gives the case over to the
typical religionist argument I have just employed: ". . . historic religions
have been relative to the conditions of social culture in which people lived.
And he continue with a perfectly plausible suggestion: "It compels us to
ask what conception of unseen powers and our relations to them would be
consonant with the best achievements and aspirations of the present."
His proposal follows. "Ideal factors in experience" must be freed from
the historic encumbrances of religion, which he feels are not really "inherent
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in these factors. . . The present depression in religion is closely connected
with the fact that religions now prevent, because of their weight of historic
encumbrances, the religious quality of experience from coming to conscious
ness and finding the expression that is appropriate to present conditions,
intellectual and moral. On the contrary, the present depression in religion
is connected with men like John Dewey, who, wishing to indulge their
hunger for secular gain, try to pare intellectually the parts of religion which
would hamper secular progress but keep the other vital aspects of religion
which they admit with embarrassment are insights into the unchanging
aspects of man's nature.
But this is a digression. Dewey goes on to assert that the religious atti
tude can be directed toward any object, not only the supernatural, and that
dogma need not be its outcome, since it is only important in its effects—he
reduces the religous experience to the ethical experience, which was exactly
the phenomenon St. Paul feared. It is true that the ethical experience can be
directed toward any object, natural or supernatural, but the ethical experi
ence is not the religious experience in its entirety. But going on the assump
tion that it is, Dewey proceeds: "Religious faith is . . . given to a body of
propositions at true on the credit of their supernatural author . . . Conviction
in the moral sense signifies being conquered, vanquished, in our active nature
by an ideal end; it signifies acknowledgement of its rightful claim over our
esires and purposes . . . The authority of an ideal over choice and conduct
1S
authority of an ideal, not of a fact, of a truth guaranteed to intellect,
not of the status of the one who propounds the truth. Dewey proposes a
"loral faith in the objects involved in the sin implicit in the Fall: "Faith in
t c continued disclosing of truth through directed cooperative human en
deavor is more religious in quality than is any faith in a completed revelaBut if religious faith is nothing more than moral faith in secular ideals,
™vv did such faith become connected with the supernatural? Dewey thinks
1 at the religious attitude, in making the imaginative integration of self
an
world he calls adjustment, ' integrates the Universe into a moral
°r cr, but when this order fails, shifts his moral faith to the supernatural,
t is argued (by Dewey's imagined religionists) that the ideal is already the
na reality at the heart of things that exist, and that only our senses or the
j^rruption of our natures prevent us from apprehending its prior existential
8
Iiut
Dewey had remembered the Book of Job, he would have
r ' l *
a
^ ized that this is emphatically not the case in the Mosaic conception, and
tbat matter in any deeply religious conception of a creator. What is the
son Job learnsr It is that man is not to expect his hoped-for moral order
0 e that of God—man's faith is required despite the fact that he cannot
Pr°ject his moral order on nature or on God himself.
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Thus Dewey reduces the religious experience to the moral experience,
and thinks he has by this argument dismissed it. In reality he has not
touched upon the religious experience itself, and has only reiterated what
was embodied in Christian theology long ago.

Ill
But I want to get back to the pragmatic aspect of Dewey's implications
about social control and human ideals, and to show that Dewey lacks Plato's
insight into the religious needs of societies.
In his paper, "Authority and Social Change" (chapter four of "Intelli
gence in the Modern World"), Dewey reveals himself completely and makes
himself most vulnerable to attack from supernaturalists and religionists. In
attempting to show that authority vs. freedom is a false antithesis he makes
a common but convenient historical distinction. The medieval Church re
flected in its theory the doctrine that authority existed by nature and was not
artificially assumed by any institution or ideal: "Ultimate authority, they
said, must be sought in the supernatural Author of Nature . . . [whose]
agent . . . [is j the divinely instituted and constituted Church. Even when
the rise of secular dynastic states challenged the supremacy of the Church,
the basic idea was not even questioned, let alone challenged. The secular
state only claimed that it also existed by divine right or authority . . . Even
when popular governments began to flourish, they continued the old idea
in a weakened form: the voice of God was now the voice of the People.'
Economic forces too appealed to natural law. Authority evidenced in nature
or the supernatural was the sanction for every type of social, political, and
economic institution and idea.
But a reaction set in. "The final result was a social and political phil
osophy which questioned the validity of authority in any form that was not
the product of, and that was not sanctioned by, the conscious wants, efforts,
and satisfactions of individuals in their private capacity . . . the new philos
ophy so tended to decry the very principle of authority as to deprive indi
viduals of the direction and support that are universally indispensable both
for the organic freedom of individuals and for social stability. The result
is the present scene of confusion, conflict, and uncertainty."
Despite the present scene, Dewey acutely recognizes the "valuable his
toric services it [the new philosophy] has rendered [:] ... its assertion,
practical and theoretical, of the value of the variable tendencies of human
beings—those that mark off one person from another and that are expressed
in initiative, invention, and energetic enterprise—is something that should
be permanently embodied in any future social order . .." This is a valuable
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doctrine of the necessary flexibility of authoritarian social, and precisely the
reason that the medieval Church lost hold on men's minds and hearts: it
was not flexible enough in doctrine and social sanctions to accommodate
the new scientific discoveries, social ideas, and economic flourishing of the
Renaissance. It is remarkable that, with such perception into the variable
aspects of man, Dewey should be so shortsighted on the unchanging needs
of man.
Dewey makes the only reasonable deduction from the fact of the modern
scene, one that Churchmen have predicted since the collapse of religious
authority. The individualistic movement has "already run its socially justi
fied and justifiable course." "The individualistic movement has tended to
identify the exercise of freedom with absence of any organized control,
and in this way it has in fact identified freedom with mere de facto economic
power. Instead of bringing freedom to those who lacked material possessions,
it has imposed upon them further subjection to the owners of the agencies
of material production and distribution." Success has replaced grace as the
sign of salvation, and Henry Ford has replaced Jesus Christ as the human
ideal.
So Dewey, realizing with Plato the need for an authoritarian sanction
for ideals, proposes a new authority, a sort of secular God, and strangely
makes this proposition a contradiction of one of his most brilliant passages.
As far as the idea of organized authority is concerned, the pathos of the
collective life of mankind on this planet is its exhibition of the dire human
need for some authority; while its ever-mounting tragedy is due to the fact
that the need has been repeatedly betrayed by the very institution that
claimed to satisfy it." This should be evidence enough for Dewey that,
practically, ultimate authority must rest somewhere outside the human
sphere Plato knew that no human institution could embody ethical author
ity without some external fixed point to which the people could appeal
when that institution showed signs of betraying them. But Dewey raises
Collective Intelligence to ultimate authority in his ideal future.
Dewey's new God would be the strictly human Collective Intelligence,
the kind of individual freedom that is both supported by collective, organic
authority and that in turn changes and is encouraged to change and develop,
by its own operations, the authority upon which it depends," would be its
order. I wish to offer a set of propositions that I believe Dewey's Collective
intelligence would fail to answer satisfactorily and thus prove itself insuffiClent as a means of social control.
1. How could Collective Intelligence arouse spiritual emotion, the emoof obedience and reverence? (Creative Intelligence as God would be,
tn its essence as Dewey defines it, changeable, uncertain, wavering, subject
tlons
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at any moment to a complete about-face. And, as Plato realized about his
own Idea of the Good, humans find it hard to direct love to an abstraction.)
2. What assurance would man have that by serving the secular God,
Creative Intelligence, he was pursuing the ideal of collective good? (Dewey
claims that all human goods are made from "the hard stuff of the world of
physical and social experience. The locomotive did not exist before Stevenson,
nor the telegraph before the time of Morse. But the conditions for their
existence were there in physical material and energies and human capacity."
But there were conditions also for poison gas, atom bombs, fascism as well
as democracy, slums as well as penicillin. The fact is that physical material
and energies and human capacity have as fully the conditions for evil as
for good.)
3. What has Creative Intelligence produced thus far, outside of comfort,
gadgets, and slums?
4. How could Creative Intelligence provide a satisfactory eschatology,
rewards for the dutiful worshipping of it regardless of personal denial, com
fort for those who are of lesser ability to contribute to the Great Principle?
Dewey never realized the need for an institutionalized religion centered
in a personal God as did Plato. And it seems his faith in Creative Intelligence
never for a moment wavered to the time of his death. But it would be
interesting to have a record of Dewey's reactions as he read Huxley's
"Brave New World" and George Orwell's "1984." Dewey is the modern
counterpart of Eve in the Garden of Eden—the apple of secular gain and
knowledge was so attractive that he did not realize the spiritual implication
in the eating of it. Dewey is to be more deeply pitied than Plato, for if the
Christian doctrine of the after-life is valid in ways understandable by us,
he is certainly at the moment resignedly working over the coals in the pits
of Hell.
ROBERT S. CLARK

THE DEATH OF THE ACTRESS
The quilts are drawn, scarlet now
And they are edged in secret
Under her. For the usual bow
Her soul closed in a hair-net
And cold cream. "It is Monique
This time, the cold face wet
With weeping and soon the bleak
And scarlet Mimi at the last tone
And her Rudolpho's sob-shriek
Into the room. No last moan
From the wings. Monique is pressed
With men in black. The white stone
On the fat contralto's breast
Dimmed in the chandelier room,
That time, Monique, your guest
Was weary. Always a doom
After it, my midnight.
Then all was to assume
My grandeur in the light.
I met them face to face
In your room. Love was trite
Then. I learned my dim place
Under the spots. You took me
To see Mimi die and the face
In the sheets was mine. I see
Hedda and Ophelia dead.
What's Hecuba to me?"
The scarlet face won't stir
To weep for her.
MELVYN BARON

IN THE IRISH STYLE
My love is a light dove
Where, near, she hovers:
Her mind reflecting mine
So I am both lovers.
I think for her, and she,
For me, sings;
A bird who feels all mind
As breath on her wings.
ROBERT S. CLARK

SONG
A million times my individual angel spoke
With a flowery devil in his eye, bespeaking me
Untimely and aloud from a high step in his
Roundabout, fathering the time when my heart
Shook; his tottering ladder would not hold
With my heart at his feet and the sky taut;
And the moments of the mind would break.
The first urn my angel brought brimming with the sea
Kept colored waters bathing Eros in his prime;
He told that the God-sworn hour of love would wash
Away my awe, would rally men and temples to my side;
But a phantom light confessed my flesh would share
A cataract of dust with the face of my bride;
The kiss would hollow in my eye.
f

All time fears blossoms in its thigh, each snare
The gaudy angels set is out of time—
The place is not my own to render for their crime.
Jaded urns stand side by side on a rung
Deep knit to the bottomful ladder of time, and laugh,
Though their inners quake, at the bottomful heart of man
Till the sea in its primal pride swallows in.
MELVYN BARON

J

By Appointment
Philip checked the number of the house with what he had written in
his appointment book and then walked slowly up the path in his new
black shoes, replacing the appointment book in the inside vest pocket and
hoping that it wouldn't bulge there. The muscle of his arm twitched a little
bit, and he wondered whether he'd be able to look right into Jim's face,
since the two of them had almost become good friends before this. The
house was only six blocks from the town square, but in a place like Martinsburg it meant that you had to ask someone how to get there, since the
Square and Central Avenue were the only part of town you'd recognize
if you lived in Myron and went to Calvin City only once in a while. After
ringing the doorbell and while adjusting his necktie, he turned around
to look at the street, since it was much better to seem casual and surprised
when someone finally opened the door. Cars were parked along the street
for almost a block. Of course almost all of Martinsburg had come to tell
Jim Chandler good-bye; Jim was liked at home, and Philip was sure he
would have liked him, too. Philip wasn't so sure he would be able to walk
up and look right into Jim's face, though. Dwight would make it easier
for him, and Dwight's car was already parked on the other side of the
street; he had taken the blue Dodge. Maybe Dwight would have seen him
out of the window and come to open the door for him, since he was the
only one Philip knew would be there, but it was Jim's mother, nodding
as he introduced himself and as she escorted him through the vestibule,
saying "Jim spoke very highly of you."
"Hello, Mrs. Chandler. Thank you," said Philip. He gave his raincoat
to the maid, who whisked it away before he could see what she did with
it. Philip tried putting his hands in his pockets, but somehow that wasn't
too good, so he pulled a little bit on his shirt cuffs instead. Voices were
coming from out of the parlor, most of which was visible from where
Philip and Mrs. Chandler stood. Philip saw Mrs. Chandler looking out of
the entranceway window at the empty sidewalk, so he said, "Seems like
3 very comfortable place."
"I have to see Mr. Brinton. Excuse me," said Mrs. Chandler, starting
down the hallway to the kitchen. "There's been a little change . .
"Oh, is Mr. Brinton your . . . the . .
fumbled Philip.
Mrs. Chandler hesitated, turning to him with her arms and hands
held out as if she were carrying a tray of food. They seemed to be stuck
°u her elbows. "He's making all the arrangements," she said, glancing at
lhe kitchen and then vanishing.
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Philip began to jingle some coins in his pocket and stood looking into
the parlor. Only one floor lamp was lit; it was hard at first to recognize
Dwight. Most of the guests were sitting on the dark green couches and
other chairs brought in from the dining room; and the many pairs of folded
hands, resting elbows, and feet being crossed and shuffled around made
Philip think that today Jim Chandler certainly had a serious-minded audience. That really didn't fit with the ideas he had about Jim, but maybe the
occasion really demanded it and maybe they were really sorry to see him go.
Still, Philip felt that the Chinese had better thoughts about it all. Suddenly
there was Dwight, sitting on a folding chair against the wall on the other
side of the parlor. He was talking to some gray-haired lady, but Philip
started out for him anyway, steering himself through the maze of feet,
chairs, and people. Dwight saw Philip coming and let the gray-haired lady
talk to the nodding old gentleman next to her. "Ah, the man from Myron,
said Dwight, personally and warmly, but Philip winced, looking at the
gentleman and the lady. But they hadn't heard.
"That's not very much to brag about," said Philip, fingering some
pennies in his pocket. Doing that usually got rid of the twitch in his arm,
but this time the twitch popped right up again in his legs.
"I thought you make it a habit not to go to this kind of occasion,
Dwight said curiosly. "Is this," he nodded to the crowded parlor, "all you
came down for?"
"Yes," answered Philip. Then he added, "I don't get out much.'
"For one, / didn't think you'd be coming down here," said Dwight.
"Well, I never met anyone like Jim. I mean . . . well ... he drove up
to Myron a couple of times to see if I'd go horseback riding with him, and
once to go hunting, but I couldn't get away, mostly. It was different. . • •
Philip paused. "Just thought I'd come down," he said at last, and after
Dwight grunted in return he took a big breath. Dwight told him to sit
down. There was an empty dining room chair in the corner, but it looked
a little fragile to Philip, who said he'd rather stand for a while. Dwight
gave a little laugh which made the lady and the gentleman look up at him
for a minute, but he stood up and put a hand on Philip's shoulder.
"Here," said Dwight. "You sit down. I'll get another chair from the
hall."
"I don't mind standing," said Philip as Dwight pivoted him and
placed him in the chair and then was gone. The gray-haired lady, Philip
suddenly realized, was addressing him as well as the old gentleman, so he
also began to nod a little bit at her.
"Oh, Jim sang the loveliest solo last fall at Dorothy Martin's funeral;
he was the prize of the choir and I wanted so much to sing with them>
but my sister needed taking care of, don't you know. It was 'Into the
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Woods My Master Went,' and oh, he just did it perfect. Parson asked me
would I sing, but I had to tell him very kindly no. And then later I saw
Jim out in front here, mowing the lawn, you know, and I told him it was
the nicest solo I ever heard, and you should have seen the way he just lifted
his eyebrows right up to the top of his face and smiled from one ear clear
to the other—he was so pleased—and he said it was so good of me to say so
and he wished I was back singing in the choir." Across the parlor, Dwight
hadn't found a chair and was going up the stairs to look for one. Philip
twitched when he saw that both the lady and the old gentleman were looking
at him.
"Oh, yes," he said. "Is Mr. Parsons the choir leader?"
"You're not Methodist," the grey-haired lady announced.
"I live in Myron," Philip dodged.
Parson-n,' said the lady, "is the minister. Jim, you know, gave him
that nickname, 'Parson Parson.' But don't call him that now. You know.
He's got real sour in the past few years, getting old and all," she whispered.
He used to be real fine, but now he's kind of grouchy and only shows
up at occasions any more. Dorothy Martin was William Martin's grand
daughter, you know. He's the one settled Martinsburg," she explained.
Dwight was still upstairs. "Oh, the whole town came to Dorothy's funeral,"
continued the lady, "except the Jewish, of course. That was about the last real
good sermon Parson Parson ever gave."
"Is Parson going to be here today?" asked Philip.
Id say! Jim and the Parson," she emphasized by crossing her fingers,
"like that!"
T he old man had leaned forward with his eyes very much open now.
What's that? What?" he asked of Philip.
Philip watched the white stubble on the old man's chin being stretched
and then unstretched as his mouth went up and down. Philip looked to the
lady for help, but she only stared at him as though it was perfectly proper to
rcpeat a question even though it was already answered. "Well, I just asked,
's the parson coming today?"
The old man nodded. "Oh, yes. He's coming. Yes," he said, turning
to the lady, who approved.
Dwight appeared on the stairs with a chair. Philip watched him as he
reached the bottom and took the long cigarette out of his mouth, pressing
1( in the ashtray before he weaved through the parlor to him. Dwight
was
a little too slow in getting there because the gray-haired lady asked, "Are
)°u with Myron Farms Dairy?"
"Shoes," said Philip.
"Please?"
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"I have a shoe store," Philip repeated, standing up and unfolding his
hands.
Dwight touched him on the arm, saying "Sit down, boy. It's good for
you." They sat down together and Philip saw that the old man was listening
to the lady.
"Sorry I haven't been through Myron for a while," said Dwight, smooth
ing his necktie. "I've been re-routed up into the Coverdale area. How's the
new fellow? Get the orders in all right?"
"Oh, very prompt," Philip returned. "I m sorry he doesn t handle Buster
Brown, though."
"Well, there's others almost as good."
"Oh, yes. It's been all right. Business like usual."
"Good, good." Dwight surveyed the room. "Know anyone here?"
"I don't think so. Don't recognize anyone."
"That's Hank Sidney with the horn-rims over there," Dwight pointed
out. "He's got the big Thorn McAnn place next to the dime store over by
the Square." Philip looked across and figured that the room could hold
eighty or eighty-five people if they were all standing up. A hundred and fif
teen, maybe, without the furniture. Philip put one hand in his suit pocket
and the other just lay in his lap.
"Looks like a Virden, doesn't it?" he said, looking at the light fixture
on the ceiling.
"Where?" Dwight wanted to know. Philip pointed to the chandelier.
"Oh, I wouldn't have any idea," said Dwight.
"I'm pretty sure it's a Virden. But it looks like they used some imported
crystals instead of the domestic glass ones."
"Yeah," said Dwight, looking around him. After a while he asked,
"Been to say good-bye to Jim yet?"
"No. Guess I'll go see him in a minute."
"I haven't either. I think he's in the dining room." Philip could see
some people through the dining room portals. "Of course," Dwight continued, "we never became real riends like that."
"We never did either."
"You met him out in Myron, didn't you?"
"Yes. He came over last winter to see the Council about a bond issue
for the new high school for Myron and Martinsburg, and then . . ."
"You're not on the city council?"
n
"Oh, no! We had dinner at my brother's house, and I met him there.
"I didn't think you'd take to each other like that," said Dwight. "Ji*11
always did like to travel around, I suppose, and always have somethinglike a bond issue or something—on the fire. Real popular. You know."
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"Yes," said Philip, putting the other hand into his pocket. "He certainly
was very nice when he came over."
"That's what they all feel," said Dwight, looking at the many people.
"Yes, I suppose," Philip said, looking at the floor and thinking about
the Chinese. "I just wanted a lot to see him once more; he was going to show
me how to plant a vegetable garden, but we never got around to it, and
it's too late now. I don't do much of that myself," he continued, but Dwight
didn't answer him. The old gentleman near him was saying 'What, what?'
to the gray-haired lady, who in turn was saying that Jim Chandler had a
real beautiful future. Just then Philip heard a little rustling and smelled
a kind of strong perfume that he thought would probably never be sold in
Myron, so he looked up to see a young, dark-haired, gold-ear ringed woman
in a close-fitting black dress come walking past where they sat.
"Parson Parson," she said quickly, and passed to some others in the
room with the same message. Across the almost silent parlor Philip saw
a tall, skinny man come in. The smooth top of his head looked funny when
you compared it with the many lines, creases, and grooves of his forehead.
The frown looked permanent. "Hello, Parson," came a voice, and "Hello,
Parson," said someone else, and Philip saw him go to a corner across the
room, where some people were talking to him, but where he just sat and
looked around as though he wasn't listening. Their eyes met once, and Philip
uncrossed his legs because his foot had gone to sleep.
"That's Mr. Parson, the Methodist minister. The Chandlers are Meth
odist, you know," said Dwight. "They call him Parson Parson."
"Yes, I heard," said Philip, and he saw that a lot of the people in the din
ing room were now coming into the parlor and it looked like they were going
to leave Jim alone for a while. Parson seemed pretty well set in his corner
and perhaps would wait a while before seeing Jim. When Philip could see
no one left in the dining room, he stood up and said to Dwight, "I think
111 go see Jim for a minute."
"Good idea," said Dwight, and stood up too. Philip almost sat down
again, but he only took his hands out of his pockets, and the two of them
went to the dining room door. Dwight went in first and Philip decided to
wait in the entranceway for a minute and listen to Parson Parson.
Parson's voice was low and heavy and reminded Philip of the new
Johnson Sea-Horse-25 engine. He was saying that the young, ambitious
youth today will find thousands of unexplored fields to conquer and that
h is certainly wise for young men to look far into the future although nobody
say what the next hour will bring. It all sounded much too sad to
Philip, who was relieved when he saw Dwight coming out of the dining
r°°m already. Dwight was talking to some other man and as the two of
them reached the portal where Philip waited Dwight was saying that yes,
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he had known Shannon in Jersey many years ago and would be pleased if
the man passed on his regards. Almost everyone was listening to Parson
Parson, and Philip felt Dwight nudging him and whispering "I'll hold your
chair for you," and going to join the gray-haired lady and the old man
again.
Philip went into the dining room where Jim Chandler was and looked
right at him for a minute. He buttoned all of the three buttons of his new
suit. There suddenly came the funny idea that he was expected to say some
thing, but all he could think of was how his arms hung down at his sides,
and he wondered if he was standing up straight and presentable. He didn't
say anything and the dining room where he stood with Jim was quiet as
Parson's voice droned on, sounding louder and older all the time, like a
tired bumblebee. Philip wanted to be very close to Jim and he wanted to
say good-bye so it would really mean something, but somehow he felt it
wouldn't make any difference anyway now because they were never really
great friends, so there never was anything, anyway—nothing at all. Soon
Philip started back for the parlor, but it was very crowded and very atten
tive to Parson Parson, so he turned again and faced Jim like he knew he
should and like he had wanted to, ever since the first time he had met Jim.
Looking at Jim full to his face this time, Philip knew that there was some
thing after all, and it made him happy but sad too, because he wouldn't
be seeing Jim any more and Jim wouldn't be thumping into the shoe store
wearing polished riding boots any more; and that was too bad. The door
to the kitchen was open and the kitchen was empty and outside you could
see some trees and a flower-bed in the rain. Philip made sure that no one
was looking—and no one was—and then he bent over and put both his
hands down among the soft green ferns there, smelling them, and got a hold
of a piece. It was beginning to dry out so the stem cracked easily and he took
the piece he had broken off and folded it together to make it smaller. The
pocket of his smooth suitcoat would probably bulge a little bit with the
piece of fern inside, but this time it was worth it and he didn't care anyway.
Philip went to the kitchen and tried fo be very quiet as he opened the door
which led to the back yard and the Chandler's garage, and stepped down to
the smooth, wet flagstone path which led to the driveway. Formal occa
sions always became a little bit stiff at the end. And he could get his raincoat
the next time he passed through on his way to Calvin City.
JOE MALOF

